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•Increases accuracy on inventory management 
with a maximum 0.5% variance on readings

Days-to-empty reporting capabilities

Full audibility 

Auto Ticket Creation- time stamped with volume, 

product and temperature for all your distribution 

and deliveries to ensure accuracy of volumes and 

sales. 

Custom alarms and call-outs for tank levels and 
potential after hour spills or theft 

Power Source Options: external power or solar 

battery 

Automated Ticket Creation - Dramatically reduce 
logistic costs on unauthorized or unnecessary 
deliveries, while reducing exposer to hazards behind 

the wheel

Automated Ticket Creation - Reduce administration 
costs and enhance customer service

Ensure your information is accessible and secure by 

storing it on the Data Scavenger cloud - AES-256 Bit 
Encryption

•
•

Chemical     

dsCHEMICAL is a “designed by industry” web accessed application
that helps your company exceed customer expectations while

excelling in inventory management, from any location.

Operational Impacts & Bene�ts
547L over 
delivered

or $273.50

Chemical Inventory Management



Chemical     

YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR WAY. TODAY.

VS3950L
3120L

=
830L under 
delivered
or $415

VS2200L =
242L over 
delivered
or $171

VS4000L
4547L

=
547L over 
delivered

or $273.50

VS3100L
2812L

=
288L under 
delivered
or $144

Cost without 
*Calculated with an 

average product price of 
$0.50/L

Actual volumes calculated in dsCHEMICAL distribu�ons

Using known truck weights we were able to prove 
the accuracy of our system and deliver within the 

following variances or better:

Weight of Truck (40157kg)  = 49460L   

dsCHEMICAL reading = 49507L  

Variance = 49L 0.09% 

    

Weight of Truck (40157kg)  = 49483L   

dsCHEMICAL reading = 49509L  

Variance = 25L 0.05% 

 

2542L

“...I am not only impressed with the accuracy of [their] product and their helpful personnel, but it’s obvious to 
me that everyone in the company, from sales to support, is devoted to creating a helpful tool in inventory 

management. This has been nothing but a positive experience for [me]. Data Scavenger’s aim is to go above 
and beyond our expectations, and they’ve succeeded. My experience with Data Scavenger has been nothing 

short of a pleasure. The technology not only has helped me manage my inventory, but has made my job 
easier. Overall, it’s just a wonderful company that we’re so happy to be working with...”

 - Production Chemical Field Technician

Testimonial


